The radiant® collection is a step up from the standard with simple, classic options in wiring devices, home automation controls and screwless wall plates that complement today's homes.

This dimmer is compatible with CFL/LED dimmable bulbs (except 0-10V LED drivers).

radiant® Screwless Wall Plate not included.

- Replace any standard switch with ease.
- Combines ON/OFF paddle switch with separate slider for dimming control and convenient operation.
- White LED glows when dimmer is OFF for easy location in the dark.
- Constant memory returns lights to previous level after a power failure.
- Adjustment dial allows users to adjust the bottom of the dimming range for a wide range of CFL and LED bulbs.
- Single pole or 3-way operation for greater convenience and installation flexibility.
- No derating required in multi-gang applications.
- Rating: 450W LED; CFL; 700W Incandescent; 120VAC, 60Hz.
- For covering patents, see www.legrand.us/patents.
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**CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION**

Color: Nickel
Number Of Poles: Single Pole/3-Way

**LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS**

RoHS: Yes
cULus: Yes
UL Standard: Yes
CSA Listing Info: C22.2 No. 184
CSA Standard: Yes

**DIMENSIONS**

Depth (US): 1.25"
Height (US): 4.25"
Width (US): 1.75"

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

Volts: 120V
Volts (AC): 120 VAC, 60Hz
Watts: 450W/700W Incandescent

**BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE**

Country Of Origin: CHINA